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Phase I — Vision
Kick-off project, understand goals and collect data
For the Commission to Develop a Paid Family and Medical Leave Benefits Program in the State of
Maine, the Vision Phase of the project will encompass the following:
 Hold a project kickoff meeting to:
 Understand the State’s and Commission’s goals and philosophy
 Discuss the Commission’s assessment thus far, key stakeholders and available data to be
leveraged
 Detail the scope of the project and key deliverables, including project management timing and
key decision points or milestones
 Determine meeting cadence and materials we will use to guide our work together
 Provide a review of benchmarking data, including best practices and market trends for state paid
family and medical leave programs, and commentary on how the various options the Commission
is interested in pursuing might impact the results
 Coordinate with appropriate Commission members and agencies to understand available data and
information, particularly with respect to populations statistics for the State including employment
by firm size, industry, salary, age, gender and union representative as well as any relevant data on
leave taking patterns
 Collect all data as needed to proceed to the first phase of the project, including from the
Commission, other state agencies, our own data sources and/or industry databases and
benchmarking, as available
Vision Phase deliverables will include:





Project kick-off meeting handout to include team contact list and data collection template
Preliminary project plan for discussion and update
Summary of available data collected for the purpose of the analysis
Summary of benchmarking to support the Commission’s work
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Phase II — Insight
Review and evaluation of the impact of the Commission’s proposal
The Insight Phase will include our review and evaluation of the impact of the Commission’s proposal
and the suggested options outlined by the Commission. Our analysis will include but may not be
limited to the following:





Projection of start-up costs
Projection of ongoing costs under alternative five year scenarios
Assessment of economic impact to the State and potential benefits
Total contributions needed to maintain solvency of the proposed options

Our approach will include consideration of the following components as outlined by the Commission:
 Leave reasons permissible under federal FMLA, including safe leave, and the separate cost impact
of each component as an allowed purpose, if possible
 Coverage to include all workers, including public sector employees, domestic workers and parttime, temporary, per diem and seasonal workers; self-employed workers can opt in; with an option
to exempt public sector employees
 Benefit eligibility requirements to match those used in California (CA) and Connecticut (CT)
 Covered family members to mirror federal FMLA definition; with options for definition in current
Maine FMLA law; broad definition similar to CT law, including persons related by affinity whose
close association the employee shows to be the equivalent of those family relationships
 Program funding to provide estimate of total costs, impact on program funding if contributions from
employers of the following sizes are exempt from making contributions:
 Employers with 50 or fewer employees;
 Employers with 25 or fewer employees; or
 Employers with 10 or fewer employees.
 Percentage of wages workers receive to be assessed for flat rates as noted below and also
formulas with multiple levels that provide low wage workers with a larger share of usual weekly
earnings than higher wage workers (as in CT, Massachusetts and Washington):
 80% of the worker’s average weekly wage, up to the maximum of the State average weekly
wage;
 90% of the worker’s average weekly wage, up to the maximum of the State average weekly
wage; or
 100% of the worker’s average weekly wage, up to the maximum of the State average weekly
wage.
 Maximum weekly benefit as state average weekly wage, adjusted for inflation
 Benefit durations of:
 12 weeks;
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20 weeks; or
 26 weeks.
No waiting period as well as the cost of a short unpaid waiting period
No job protection
Insurance structure and organization options to include:
 Program administered and overseen fully by State;
 Program is a public-private partnership with State oversight, but certain services contracted to
private sector, e.g. claims payment/processing, IT services
 Program is contracted to private sector
 Separate start-up costs/implementation costs from ongoing costs once implemented
Consider impact of workers with multiple jobs
Consider length of time for collection of contributions to achieve solvency before claims can begin
to be paid
Consider number of workers required/level of contributions needed to maintain solvency










As part of the work, we anticipate leveraging actuarial models we have built for other states and
organizations, to develop a paid family and medical leave model for the State of Maine. We anticipate
that this model will utilize claims experience data from other states, supplemented with data from
other leave programs, as well as industry data and rating tables to project enrollment, claims
incidence rates and duration of benefits taken, average payments and expected costs of the State of
Maine’s paid family and medical leave program.
We anticipate looking at incidence rates, duration, and program costs under bonding, family care, and
medical separately, and our actuarial model will produce results that are split by each benefit, to
better assess the impact of each component of the program, considering assumptions specific to each
type of benefit. We also anticipate overlaying Maine-specific labor force characteristics and as well as
population expectations, to ensure that the results best reflect the State of Maine.
In order to provide results that align with the Scope of Work noted in the Invitation for Proposal, we will
ensure that the model is built to accommodate alternative assumptions that address each of the key
aspects noted above. In addition, we envision simulating alternate scenarios based on the potential
variability of key assumptions, to provide the Commission an estimate of the range of potential
financial results.
Our model recognizes that available data is limited by the current and past state plan offerings and
necessarily requires utilizing an amalgamation of all available state paid family and medical leave
experience data and is supplemented by disability experience, The model closely reviews the impact of
plan changes over time and across states, properly accounting for increased incidence rates with both
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increased benefits and employee familiarity with the plan. Where necessary and appropriate our
model actuarially interpolates and extrapolates to fill in missing data elements.
As part of the assessment, we will help develop fund solvency metrics that support the program’s longterm financial success, and model funding rates that will be needed to meet the solvency standards
that are established for the program.
Key activities we will undertake in the Insight Phase include:
Outlining assumptions and key considerations for financial modeling
Building the financial model to reflect the Commission’s parameters
Preparing the startup and ongoing cost assessment
Developing the program funding and solvency assessment
Incorporating best practice and market trends for state paid family and medical leave programs,
and qualitative factors that may influence results
 Compiling our preliminary findings and results of analysis, covering all items requested by the
Commission
 Discussing our preliminary results with the Commission for initial consideration and feedback






Insight Phase deliverables we anticipate include:
 Project Management: monthly status reports, project plan and ongoing issues log, as well as
management summary and other materials to keep the team well informed and on track
 Outline of key assumptions and cost drivers
 Discussion of key assumptions and methodology used in building actuarial models
 Review of preliminary results, including claims experience and cost projections
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Phase III — Results
Present results and provide continued consultation
During the Results Phase, Spring will finalize the results report of the analysis with the Commission,
including making updates to our initial findings as outlined in the Insight Phase. We will prepare for
and present the final report to the full Commission and all key stakeholders as the Commission deems
appropriate. We will also provide continued consultation with the Commission to answer outstanding
questions, provide additional market, statistic and/or other supporting material, to assist and ensure
the Commission is prepared to make policy recommendations to the 131st Legislature.
Results Phase deliverables will include:
 Final report outlining the results of our actuarial analysis, including all items outlined in the scope
of work, as well as supporting documentation on data, assumptions and model methodology
 Additional consulting reports and presentation materials, including best practices, market trends,
key considerations, and other aspects the Commission identifies to assist in the development of
policy recommendations
 Supporting meeting materials and discussion guides to share results with additional stakeholders
and/or audiences
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Advice Based on Data Driven Insights to Support Decisions
Data analytics are an essential tool for clients who want to understand the efficiency and effectiveness
of their programs. We help our clients evaluate and understand the drivers behind their programs and
claims costs with real-time data insights, to support funding and rate decisions, and identify areas to
be addressed and consider how the program will perform in the future.


Strategic, Future-Proofed Solutions
Our solutions are nimble and designed for the long‐term. In developing solutions, we consider not just
the problems of today but anticipate issues and challenges the State may face in the future. We
undertake a holistic review of program structures, which include looking at plan design, process,
technology, and funding.


Service Philosophy: Attention to Detail
We have established a service delivery model on the premise that world class capabilities and client
service can be delivered more effectively by experienced consultants who are committed to providing
expert, in-depth analyses to solve our clients’ challenges. Our people love what they do, and they care
about our clients and, by extension, your constituents. This is a powerful combination. Our client
service strategy is based on accountability, performance, and client satisfaction. Our clients have
shared their appreciation for our attention to detail and excellence.


Robust Peer Review
At Spring, we have a strict peer review policy to ensure work provided to our clients is of the highest
quality and consistent with actuarial standard of practice. This actuarial process and bench strength
include utilizing experienced and skilled actuaries to peer review the work throughout the project
steps.


Communications
Spring’s team takes pride on our ability to clearly communicate complex actuarial analysis and results
appropriate to the intended audience. This is especially important in projects where we work closely
with broad teams including both financial and non-financial stakeholders. Consistent communication
angled toward each group’s needs is very important in communicating across multiple channels when
working with state policy and implementation teams to then deliver programs and reports to
associations and ultimately their individual organizations.


Project Management
Spring has an extremely robust project management structure and process for every initiative we
undertake. As part of our kick-off, we will outline goals and objectives. Throughout the relationship, we
hold regular check-ins to provide updates and ensure goals are being met. Our approach provides
value to you as it allows us to constantly monitor our analysis and tailor our deliverables, ensuring your
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benchmarking and process improvement. She was part of Spring’s founding team in 2004. Prior to
joining Spring Consulting Group and Watson Wyatt, Karen led the regional risk & insurance practice for
a small consulting firm, held the role of Assistant Risk Manager for one of the nation’s largest banks
(U.S. Bank), and was a casualty broker for two of the world’s largest insurance brokers (Marsh and
Aon).
Karen has her BBA in Risk Management and Human Resources from University of Wisconsin-Madison,
and her MBA in Finance from University of Minnesota – Carlson School of Management. She has also
earned the designations of CPCU, ARM, ACI, and AU and is a licensed insurance broker. Karen led the
charge on the non-actuarial work involved with
as well as for
, which we outline later in this document. She also works with large companies of all
kinds of their leave, disability and absence management initiatives, as well as other PFML programs,
such as
.
Grace Giannattasio, CEBS, GBA, is a Consultant who joined Spring after
graduating Magna Cum Laude from Loyola University Maryland in 2017 with a
B.A. in Global Studies and a minor in Economics. She provides project
management and day-to-day support for health and welfare accounts, including
disability and absence management, and ADA/ADAAA initiatives, and
compliance for the Northeast Region. Grace is a winner of the 2021 New
England Employee Benefit Council (NEEBC)’s Rising Star Award. She has over
four years of pertinent experience. Grace has over four years of pertinent experience regarding this
RFP.
Stephen Hassman, FSA, EA, MAAA is a Senior Consulting Actuary with Spring
Consulting Group, LLC. He has 11 years of actuarial experience with a focus
on the design and valuation of pension plans and retiree welfare plans.
Stephen has completed annual pension and retiree medical valuations for
numerous public and private organizations. At Spring, he leads the retirement
plan valuations for many energy and utility companies, among others. Stephen
has completed retirement plan design analyses for many organizations, including Fortune 500
companies, utilities, and large hospital systems. In addition to retirement plan experience, Stephen
also regularly completes plan design, valuation, pricing, and funding work related to life insurance
(including retiree life insurance), disability, and medical stop-loss.
Prior to joining Spring, Stephen spent seven years as a Senior Associate with Willis Towers Watson.
Stephen earned a B.S. in Hotel Administration from Cornell University. He is a Fellow of the Society of
Actuaries and an Enrolled Actuary.
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Peter Johnson, FCAS, MAAA is Spring’s Chief Property & Casualty Actuary. He
has over 17 years of actuarial experience in reserving, pricing, alternative risk
funding, risk optimization, captive feasibility, and reinsurance risk transfer
work. This experience includes workers’ compensation, medical professional
liability, professional liability, automobile, general liability, cyber liability,
mortgage insurance and other enterprise risks. Peter was recently recognized
by Business Insurance as a 2019 Breakout Award winner and in 2020 received Captive International’s
Highly Commended Individual Actuary award. Peter also serves as a faculty member of International
Center for Captive Insurance Education’s (ICCIE’s) actuarial course. Prior to joining Spring, Peter was
the President and Consulting Actuary with Bartlett Actuarial Group and a Consulting Actuary with
Milliman. Peter has given industry presentations, published articles, and served on various
committees in both the Casualty Actuarial Society and captive insurance industry. Peter earned a B.S.
in applied math and computer science from the University of Wisconsin - Stout. He is a fellow of the
Casualty Actuarial Society and a member of the American Academy of Actuaries.
Steven Keshner, FSA, MAAA is Spring’s Chief Actuary and Senior Vice
President. Steven over 30 years of actuarial, financial, underwriting and
strategic insurance experience with group, life, health and pensions focus. He
provides leadership to Spring’s actuarial team and brings a wealth of
knowledge and experience in the strategic, pricing and financial arenas of life,
health, and disability insurance. Prior to joining Spring, Steven was the Senior
Vice president, CFO and Chief Actuary of Nippon Life Benefits in New York, a subsidiary of Nippon Life
Insurance Company, a global mutual life insurer. At Nippon, he directed and built the actuarial and
underwriting functions including pricing, product development, and valuation by building a staff of
accomplished professionals utilizing best business practices and state-of-the-art technology. Steven
has a deep understanding of paid family and medical leave plans, and has consulted on a number of
these programs.
Steven earned a B.S. in accounting from the State University of New York at Binghamton. He is a fellow
of the Society of Actuaries and a member of the American Academy of Actuaries. Steven is also
qualified as an Appointed Actuary, which allows him to sign off on reserves. He has been with Spring
since 2009.
Harindra Sebastian, FSA, FCIA, MAAA, MBA is Spring’s Vice President and
Senior Consulting Actuary who brings to bear 19 years of actuarial, financial,
and consulting experience, having served some of the largest and most
complex clients in both the U.S. and Canada, across a wide range of
industries. His prior roles have encompassed client relationship management,
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sales growth leadership, financial management, intellectual capital development, and actuarial
leadership. Harindra leads Alera Group’s actuarial impact group.
Harindra’s client roster has included manufacturers, healthcare organizations, universities, banks,
retailers, and power generation companies. His experience spans group benefit plan strategy, pricing,
financial management, program design, and vendor management, including projects on due diligence
for M&A deals, union negotiations, settlement of unfunded retiree benefit obligations, and guidance
on cost reduction and talent attraction/retention through plan redesign. Harindra has also direct
experience working with state paid family and medical leave plans.
Harindra holds an Executive MBA from the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University
and a Bachelor of Commerce (Honors) from the Asper School of Business at the University of
Manitoba. He is a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries, a Fellow of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries,
and a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries.
Audrey Wang, ASA Audrey Wang, ASA, MAAA is a Consulting Actuary with
Spring Consulting Group, LLC. She has over 10 years of actuarial experience
with a focus on modelling, pricing, advanced data analytics, financial
reporting, and reserving. Audrey has completed several actuarial modelling
analyses, managed ongoing captive funding, cost projections and reporting
and been involved in FMLA and state paid family and medical leave data
analysis and model development.
Prior to Spring, Audrey worked at Tufts Health Plan and Mckinsey & Company in actuarial roles. Audrey
earned a M.P.A in economics from Cornell University. She is a member of the American Academy of
Actuaries and an Associate of the Society of Actuaries and is currently pursuing Fellowship.
Teri Weber, ACI, PMP, MBA is a Senior Consultant and Senior Vice President
with Spring. She has more than fifteen years of experience in health and
welfare plan strategy, design, pricing, and implementation with a major focus
on absence management including disability, paid and unpaid family medical
leave, PTO and leave of absence program design, underwriting, financial
analysis, implementation, project managmeent and process improvement.
This area of specialization has allowed her to work with diverse employers and providers to streamline
processes and programs to meet the needs of insurers, administrators, employers and employees.
Prior to joining Spring, Teri worked with Watson Wyatt, Buck Consultants, Aon Consulting and a wellknown data and analytics firm. In addition she was an Account Manager with Health Direct, Inc.
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Teri earned a BS at the University of Connecticut and a MBA at the University of Massachusetts. She is
a licensed broker and on the Board of Directors of the New England Employee Benefits Council. Teri
has guided employers of all kinds, such as
, on projects pertaining to paid family and medical leave as well as overall
health and welfare.

Litigation Question
As requested in your RFP, we can confirm that we are not aware of any litigation in which Spring or
Alera is named, nor are there any cases that have closed within the past five (5) years in which Spring
or Alera paid the claimant as pfart of a settlement or by decree.
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your interdisciplinary insurance, financial and risk management needs. We deliver attention to detail,
fresh thinking and creative strategy to translate your vision into actionable results.
Spring actuaries commonly perform the type of analysis sought through the Commission’s RFP,
including for other state departments regarding paid leave, and frequently peer review these types of
actuarial work products for insurance regulators, which makes us especially qualified to perform the
required work activities. As part of our absence practice and our work for other states we continually
review literature and studies (and conduct our own studies) regarding paid family and medical leave
trends and usage. In our work for other states we have accessed available state specific and industry
related data, including but not limited to the State of California Employment Development Department,
New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development, New York State Paid Family Leave
Department, Rhode Island Department of Labor and Training, the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Census Bureau, the Integrated Benefits Institute and private insurance carrier or thirdparty administrator (TPA) data. We have interviewed representatives from the various state paid family
leave agencies and gathered perspectives from employers that have experienced paid family leave
programs, as well as from insurance carriers and TPAs that administer them.
Our team is licensed to do business and conduct insurance transactions in the State of Maine and holds
the following actuarial certifications and relevant industry designations: FSA, FCAS, FCIA, MAAA, EA,
ASA, ARM, CPCU, AU, ACI, GBA, CLTC, CDHC, CEBS, PMP, MBA, LIA, RPA, CLMS.
Our firm is continuously recognized by the industry with awards and accolades, such as Power Broker by
Risk & Insurance Magazine, Most Influential Women in Benefit Advising by Employee Benefit Advisor,
Breakout Award Winner by Business Insurance, Actuarial Firm of the Year by both Captive International
and Captive Review, and more. Our team members are board members or hold leadership positions for
industry organizations like the Disability Management Employer Coalition (DMEC), the Self-Insurance
Institute of America (SIIA), the New England Employee Benefits Council (NEEBC), the Captive Insurance
Companies Association (CICA) and others. We have published a range of educational books,
whitepapers and articles, such as the Tools of the Trade and Return to Work Manuals for DMEC. We
regularly speak at industry-wide conferences such as those held by the Risk Management Society
(RIMS).
We work with employers, service providers (including insurance carriers, TPAs and technology firms),
states and industry groups to continually improve the market. We interface with regulatory bodies such
as the Department of Labor and Division of Insurance regularly and in support of our clients’ needs. We
have expertise in market intelligence, regulatory interpretation, strategy development, product and
technology development, process review and practical application, financial and actuarial analysis and
calculations and implementation, and will be able to put our unique perspective and distinct industry
experience, market research, best practices, pricing models, vendor and employer relationships and data
to work for the Commission.
We provide compliance expertise, have a focused communications practice, offer benchmarking
solutions and have tools and expertise to help our customers leverage data and analytics in their
decision-making.
We routinely document and present disability, leave and absence management market and ADA/AA
trends by publishing industry leading research and sharing those findings with our clients and in the
industry at large. We have extensive research and survey capabilities; including best practices across
provider and employer data, as summarized below:
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